INTERNATIONAL CHEER UNION
NATIONAL GOVERNING BODY
STATUS FOR THE SPORT OF CHEER

PRESENTED TO

Hungarian Cheer Union
(HCU)

AS THE CERTIFIED REPRESENTATIVE OF

REPUBLIC OF HUNGARY

The International Cheer Union (ICU) hereby recognizes Hungarian Cheer Union (HCU) as the National Governing Body for the Sport of Cheer in representation of the Republic of Hungary. This status is granted under conditions of continuous good standing as acknowledged by the ICU Executive Committee and bylaws of the ICU.

Hungarian Cheer Union (HCU) will be provided all rights and privileges associated with this honor and distinction, and by receiving this certification does hereby agree to affirm and support the ICU ideals and principals which confirm the inclusive and positive advancement of cheerleading in the Republic of Hungary and around the world. This commitment is focused on providing benefit and opportunity in the sport of Cheer for the athletes who participate.

This status is hereby granted on this 23rd day of April 2014 by the office of the International Cheer Union and the ICU Executive Committee; Memphis, Tennessee, USA.

KARL OLSON, SECRETARY GENERAL

JEFF WEBB, PRESIDENT